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1113 S Charles St, Baltimore, Maryland, 21230

FEDERAL HILL BEER LIST

DRAFT BEER
Terrapin Beer Hopsecutioner
IPA - American / 7.3% ABV / 71 IBU / 219 CAL / Athens, GA /
This Killer IPA earns its name by using six different types of hops while still remaining an aggressive
well balanced beer.

16oz Draft 290 CAL $6.50

Boston Beer Samuel Adams OctoberFest
Märzen / 5.3% ABV / 16 IBU / 190 CAL / Boston, MA /
In 1810, the Oktoberfest tradition was born when Munich celebrated the Crown Prince’s wedding with a
special beer and 16 day party. Our version of this classic style blends rich malts for a hearty, smooth
flavor with notes of caramel creating a brew that’s perfect for the season, or whatever you’re
celebrating.

Flying Dog Dogtoberfest
Märzen / 5.6% ABV / 30 IBU / 168 CAL / Frederick, MD /
Brewed with 100% imported German ingredients, it will cut spice while pulling out sweetness. Flavor
notes: Full-bodied caramel sweet with a light toasted and crisp, clean finish.

10 Barrel Cucumber Crush
Sour - Berliner Weisse / 5% ABV / 4 IBU / 150 CAL / Bend, OR /
Once again 10 Barrel gets fresh! Tonya took her award winning Berliner Weisse and added loads of
cucumber flavor. The aroma is undeniably cucumber. The flavor is like biting into a crisp baby
cucumber fresh from the garden. Just when you have had enough the tartness acts as a pallet cleanser
leaving you ready for the next sip. Eat Beer! 5% ABV 17 IBU

16oz Draft 200 CAL $7.00

Monument City 51 Rye
IPA - Rye / 6.5% ABV / 55 IBU / 195 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Brewed with 51% rye, a traditional hardy grain, this unique IPA combines the earthy spice of rye malt
with carefully balanced citrus hop notes.

16oz Draft 260 CAL $7.50

Blue Moon Belgian White
Witbier / 5.4% ABV / 9 IBU / 170 CAL / Denver, CO /
Blue Moon Belgian White, Belgian-style wheat ale, is a refreshing, medium-bodied, unfiltered Belgian-
style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste and an
uncommonly smooth finish.

16oz Draft 230 CAL $6.00

Anheuser-Busch Bud Light
Lager - American Light / 4.2% ABV / 6 IBU / 110 CAL / St. Louis, MO /
Bud Light is brewed using a blend of premium aroma hop varieties, both American-grown and
imported, and a combination of barley malts and rice. Its superior drinkability and refreshing flavor
makes it the world’s favorite light beer.

16oz Draft 150 CAL $4.50

Grupo Modelo Corona Light
Lager - American Light / 3.9% ABV / 18 IBU / 99 CAL / Mexico City, Estado de México
/

Outside Mexico, Corona is often served with a wedge of citrus fruit - usually lime, occasionally lemon
- inserted into the neck of the bottle. Within Mexico, especially in the south, Corona served with lime
is not uncommon, but is not considered mandatory.

16oz Draft 130 CAL $6.50

Union Craft Brewing (MD) Duckpin Pale Ale
Pale Ale - American / 5.5% ABV / 55 IBU / 165 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
This generously hopped pale ale is a strike in your mouth! Brewed with lots of Pacific Northwest &
New Zealand hops this beer is ten frames of big citrus and tropical fruit aroma and flavor. A strong
malt backbone rounds it out and makes this pale ale a delight for the senses. The pins may be small
but the flavor is huge! In our town, we roll Duckpin — a true Baltimore original.

16oz Draft 220 CAL $6.50

Goose Island Beer Goose IPA
IPA - English / 5.9% ABV / 55 IBU / 210 CAL / Chicago, IL /
Goose Island’s flagship IPA is a six-time medal winner at the Great American Beer Festival. We’ve
taken the traditional English Style and created our own fuller flavored IPA with bright citrus aromas
and a bold hop finish. With hoppy, bold, and smooth flavor, Goose IPA is the perfect beer for hopheads
and discovery drinkers alike.

16oz Draft 280 CAL $6.00
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DRAFT BEER
Guinness Guinness Draught
Stout - Irish Dry / 4.2% ABV / 45 IBU / 125 CAL / Saint James' Gate, Leinster /

Swirling clouds tumble as the storm begins to calm. Settle. Breathe in the moment, then break through
the smooth, light head to the bittersweet reward. Unmistakeably GUINNESS, from the first velvet sip
to the last, lingering drop. And every deep-dark satisfying mouthful in between. Pure beauty. Pure
GUINNESS. Guinness Draught is sold in kegs, widget cans, and bottles. The ABV varies from 4.1 to
4.3%. Guinness Extra Cold is the exact same beer only served through a super cooler at 3.5 °C

16oz Draft 170 CAL $6.50

Heavy Seas Beer (MD) Loose Cannon
IPA - American / 7.25% ABV / 45 IBU / 217.5 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Our flagship beer, Loose Cannon wins people over at first smell. The carefully cultivated interplay of
Simcoe, Palisade, and Centennial creates a most fragrant IPA—its nose bursts with notes of grapefruit,
herbs, and pine. Bitterness is somewhat subdued by the floral quality that pervades the taste. The color
is burnished gold, and the mouthfeel is creamy. A strong malt backbone balances out the triple-hopped
beer. Its nickname, Hop3, comes from the brewing process: our brewers hop Loose Cannon in the boil,
the hopback, and the fermenter. It won a second place CAMRA award at the 2010 Great British Beer
Festival.

16oz Draft 290 CAL $6.50

Anheuser-Busch Michelob ULTRA
Lager - American Light / 4.2% ABV / 10 IBU / 100 CAL / St. Louis, MO /
A superior light beer. Brewed using the finest barley malt, select grains, all-imported hops and a pure-
cultured yeast strain. The special choice of grains combined with the extended mashing process
produces a smooth, refreshing beer with fewer carbohydrates.

16oz Draft 130 CAL $6.00

Miller Miller Lite
Lager - American Light / 4.2% ABV / 10 IBU / 100 CAL / Milwaukee, WI /

Our flagship brand, Miller Lite, is the great tasting, less filling beer that defined the American light
beer category in 1975. We deliver a clear, simple message to consumers: \Miller Lite is the better beer
choice.\" What's our proof? 1) Miller Lite is the original light beer. 2) Miller Lite has real beer taste
because it's never watered down. 3) Miller Lite is the only beer to win four gold awards in the World
Beer Cup for best American-style light lager. (2006)

16oz Draft 130 CAL $4.50

RAR Brewing (MD) Nanticoke Nectar
IPA - American / 7.4% ABV / 65 IBU / 222 CAL / Cambridge, MD /
Cascade, Centennial, and Citra hops.

16oz Draft 300 CAL $6.50

Flying Dog Raging Bitch
IPA - Belgian / 8.3% ABV / 60 IBU / 220 CAL / Frederick, MD /
This bitch has a lot going on. Its sweet malt body is contrasted by pine and grapefruit hop flavors and
exotic fruit notes from the Belgian yeast.

16oz Draft 290 CAL $7.50

The Brewer's Art (MD) Resurrection
Brown Ale - Belgian / 7% ABV / 210 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Our Abbey-style brown ale, brewed with five types of malt and three hop varieties. This rich yet dry
beer is dark amber in color with lots of flavor.

16oz Draft 280 CAL $6.50

Angry Orchard Cider Rosé
Cider - Rosé / 5.5% ABV / 170 CAL / Walden, NY /
Angry Orchard Rosé Cider is made with rare, red flesh apples from France. Each apple is crisp, juicy
and red to the core, adding an irresistible rosy blush and apple-forward taste with a refreshing dry
finish.

16oz Draft 230 CAL $6.50

Stella Artois Stella Artois
Lager - Euro Pale / 5% ABV / 24 IBU / 150 CAL / Leuven, Vlaanderen /
Stella Artois was first brewed as a Christmas beer in Leuven. It was named Stella from the star of
Christmas, and Artois after Sebastian Artois, founder of the brewery. It is brewed to perfection using
the original Stella Artois yeast and the celebrated Saaz hops. It is the optimum premium lager, with its
full flavour and clean crisp taste.

16oz Draft 200 CAL $6.50

Yuengling Traditional Lager
Lager - American Amber / 4.5% ABV / 16 IBU / 128 CAL / Pottsville, PA /

Famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor with roasted caramel malt for a subtle
sweetness and a combination of cluster and cascade hops, this true original delivers a well-balanced
taste with very distinct character. Born from a historic recipe that was resurrected in 1987, Yuengling
Traditional Lager is a true classic. Learn more: http://www.yuengling.com/lager

16oz Draft 170 CAL $5.50
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CIDERS & SOURS
DuClaw Purple Passion
Sour - Gose / 5.5% ABV / 14 IBU / 165 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Brewed with Passionfruit, Blackberry and Sea Salt, this purple-hued Gose may cause your taste buds to
partake in excessive celebration! Take a sip & discover where pride meets passion with this refreshing
brew of light, sweet and savory flavors.

12oz Can 170 CAL $6.50

10 Barrel Cucumber Crush
Sour - Berliner Weisse / 5% ABV / 4 IBU / 150 CAL / Bend, OR /
Once again 10 Barrel gets fresh! Tonya took her award winning Berliner Weisse and added loads of
cucumber flavor. The aroma is undeniably cucumber. The flavor is like biting into a crisp baby
cucumber fresh from the garden. Just when you have had enough the tartness acts as a pallet cleanser
leaving you ready for the next sip. Eat Beer! 5% ABV 17 IBU

12oz Can 150 CAL $7.00

Austin Eastciders Collaboratory Blood Orange
Cider - Other Fruit / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Austin, TX /
Zesty and citrus-y cider crafted with bright red Sicilian blood oranges.

12oz Can 150 CAL $5.75

Austin Eastciders Collaboratory Ruby Red Grapefruit
Cider - Traditional / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Austin, TX /
A refreshing and slightly tart cider made with heirloom bittersweet apples, American dessert apples
and Ruby Red Grapefruit from the Texas Rio Grande Valley.

12oz Can 150 CAL $5.75

Bold Rock Hard Cider Apple
Cider - Traditional / 4.7% ABV / 141 CAL / Nellysford, VA /
Crisp, sweet, and refreshing

16oz Can 190 CAL $6.00

Bold Rock Hard Cider Pear Cider
Cider - Other Fruit / 4.7% ABV / 141 CAL / Nellysford, VA /
Our bold cider makers skillfully blend New Zealand pears and local apples from the Blue Ridge
Mountains to create Bold Rock Pear. This refreshingly delicious pear cider is interestingly complex and
superbly drinkable.

12oz Bottle 140 CAL $5.75

Burley Oak Sorry Chicky
Sour - Berliner Weisse / 4.4% ABV / 4 IBU / 132 CAL / Berlin, MD /
At Burley Oak, we love our sour beers! We also love all the aromas you get from our IPAs. By dry
hopping this lacto-happy beer, we’ve created an extreme sensory experience.

12oz Can 130 CAL $7.00

Crispin Cider BlackBerry Pear Cider
Cider - Perry / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Colfax, CA /

Dogfish Head SeaQuench Ale
Sour - Gose - Fruited / 4.9% ABV / 10 IBU / 140 CAL / Milton, DE /
SeaQuench Ale is a session sour mash-up of a crisp Kolsch, a salty Gose, and a tart Berliner Weiss
brewed in sequence with black limes, sour lime juice and sea salt to make this the most thirst-
quenching beer Dogfish Head has ever brewed.

12oz Can 140 CAL $5.75

DuClaw Gose O's
Sour - Gose / 5.5% ABV / 14 IBU / 165 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Sour Season is Open: This Gose is brewed with cantaloupe and black lava sea salt for a resfreshing
mix of savory and tart while an addition of oak-smoked wheat to the grain bill adds hints of smoke to
the finish for a sophisticated, yet highly refreshing brew. The choice of orange and black ingredients is
no coincidence, where we come from, these are the colors of summer! Step up to plate and swig away!

12oz Can 170 CAL $6.50

Redd's Apple Ale
Fruit Beer / 5% ABV / 10 IBU / 170 CAL / Milwaukee, WI /
Redd’s Apple Ale is an apple flavored golden ale with low malty and bitterness cues. With a crisp clean
finish that allows the natural apple flavor to come through, this ale is for those times when you are
looking to try something different.

Uncharted Cider Smith & Forge Hard Cider
Cider - Traditional / 6% ABV / 10 IBU / 180 CAL / Memphis, TN /

16oz Can 240 CAL $6.00

Union Craft Old Pro
Sour - Gose / 4.2% ABV / 126 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
German style wheat ale brewed with coriander and salt. A dash of salt, a touch of tart.

12oz Can 130 CAL $7.00
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CIDERS & SOURS
Victory Sour Monkey
Sour - Other / 9.5% ABV / 10 IBU / 285 CAL / Downingtown, PA /
Fruity notes from imported Belgian yeast swirl through a precise souring. Pucker up to a bite of citrus
laden tang ending with a delectable experience.

12oz Can 290 CAL $7.00

Woodchuck Cidery Woodchuck Amber Hard Cider
Cider - Traditional / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Middlebury, VT /
Woodchuck® Amber is the original Woodchuck Cider. It's made from a blend of apples and fermented
with champagne yeast to produce a great tasting and refreshing alcoholic drink. It's available in
6-packs and 12-packs, as well as on draft.

12oz Bottle 150 CAL $5.75

LAGERS & PILSNERS
Birra Peroni Peroni Nastro Azzurro
Lager - Euro Pale / 5.1% ABV / 150 CAL / Roma, Lazio /
NOTE: "Peroni" Original and "Peroni Nastro Azzuro" are two different beers. Ensure you are checking
into the correct one. Peroni Nastro Azzurro is 5.1% in alcohol by volume. The beer was crafted with
typical Italian care, and designed with the Mediterranean palate in mind. Roberto is the third
generation from the Cavalli family to be master brewers for Birra Peroni, ensuring the high quality and
standards of the beer. Italian passion, attention to detail and craftsmanship are the ingredients that
now, and forever, will ensure the superior and authentic Italian taste of Peroni Nastro Azzurro.

16oz Can 200 CAL $7.00

Boston Beer Sam '76
Lager - American Light / 4.7% ABV / 12 IBU / 130 CAL / Boston, MA /
By experimenting with both lager and ale yeast strains, the brewers at Sam Adams came up with the
concept for a brand new beer – Sam ’76. This truly unique brew takes two active fermentations and
blends them together to create a deliciously harmonious result. This process delivers a distinct flavor
that showcases the slight fruitiness of an ale with the balanced drinkability and smoothness of a lager.
Sam ’76 will surprise any craft beer lover with its huge flavor and aroma along with a light-bodied,
refreshing crispness. At just 4.7% ABV, this brew is perfect for those sessionable occasions. Cascade,
Citra, Mosaic, Simcoe and Galaxy hops impart a tropical citrus aroma that gives way to a bright, juicy
citrus hop flavor but without the hop bitterness. The brewers have been experimenting for over a year,
tested over 60 iterations with multiple combinations of 12 different hop varieties in the...

12oz Bottle 130 CAL $5.75

Boston Beer Samuel Adams Boston Lager
Lager - Vienna / 5% ABV / 30 IBU / 170 CAL / Boston, MA /
Samuel Adams Boston Lager® is the best example of the fundamental characteristics of a great beer,
offering a full, rich flavor that is both balanced and complex. It is brewed using a decoration mash, a
time consuming, traditional four vessel brewing process discarded by many contemporary brewers.
This process brings forth a rich sweetness from the malt that makes it well worth the effort. Samuel
Adams Boston Lager® also uses only the finest of ingredients including two row barley, as well as
German Noble aroma hops. The exclusive use of two row barley not only imparts a full, smooth body
but also gives the beer a wide spectrum of malt flavor ranging from slightly sweet to caramel to
slightly roasted. The Noble hops varieties, Hallertau Mittelfruh and Tettnang Tettnanger, add a wide
range of floral, piney and citrus notes, which are present from the aroma, through the flavor, to the...

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $5.75

Cervecería Cuauhtémoc Moctezuma S.A. de C.V. Dos Equis Lager Especial
Lager - American / 4.2% ABV / 10 IBU / 130 CAL / Monterrey, Nuevo León /

A crisp, refreshing, light-bodied malt-flavored beer with a well-balanced finish. A Lager that drinks
like a Pilsner. A liquid embodiment of living life to the fullest. A beverage made from pure spring
water and the choicest hops. A beer with such good taste, it’s chosen you to drink it.

Desnoes & Geddes Red Stripe
Lager - American / 4.7% ABV / 23 IBU / 140 CAL / Kingston, Kingston /

12oz Bottle 140 CAL $5.75

Grupo Damm Estrella Damm
Lager - Pale / 5.4% ABV / 21 IBU / 162 CAL / Barcelona, Catalunya /
Brewed according to the original 1876 recipe. Golden with amber tones and a few green highlights. It is
clean and bright. The head has an ecru colour and is long-lasting. We recommend drinking this beer in
a glass that is slightly closed at the top. www.estrelladamm.com. You can follow the brand on Twitter:
@EstrellaDammEng (English), @EstrellaDammEs (Spanish) or @EstrellaDammCat (Catalan).

12oz Bottle 160 CAL $7.50
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LAGERS & PILSNERS
Grupo Modelo Modelo Especial
Lager - American / 4.5% ABV / 18 IBU / 143.9 CAL / Mexico City, Estado de México /

Modelo Especial, a pilsener type beer, was introduced to the market in 1966. Today it is sold in glass
bottles as well as cans, which are having an increasing demand due to consumer preferences, making
Modelo Especial the leader in the can segment in Mexico.

Grupo Modelo Negra Modelo
Lager - Vienna / 5.4% ABV / 16 IBU / 173.1 CAL / Mexico City, Estado de México /

Negra Modelo is a Vienna lager-style beer (though the brewery classifies it as a Munich dunkel) first
brewed in Mexico by Austrian immigrants, and was introduced as a draft beer in 1926. Negra Modelo
comes in an unusually shaped, wide brown bottle with a trademark gold label. Label and ABV varies
across different countries.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $5.75

Heavy Seas Beer Pounder
Pilsner - Other / 5% ABV / 38 IBU / 150 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
New for 2016, Pounder Pils enters the year round Heavy Seas lineup. Made with German malts and an
plethora of European hops, Pounder Pils is an Ameri- can interpretation of a classic European Style.
Exhib- iting a crisp malt backbone and an herbaceous hop casing a bright yet zesty botanical aroma.

16oz Can 200 CAL $7.00

Lagunitas Pils
Pilsner - Czech / 6% ABV / 35 IBU / 170 CAL / Petaluma, CA /
Our only Lager, brewed with loads of imported Saaz hops and a bottom-fermenting yeast strain that
leaves it Light and Crisp and Easy to Slam, yet full of real flavor and all the things you yearn for.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $6.50

Plzeňský Prazdroj Pilsner Urquell
Pilsner - Czech / 4.4% ABV / 40 IBU / 150 CAL / Pilsen, Jihozápad /
In 1842, at our brewery in Plzeň, brewer Josef Groll introduced the world to the first golden ‘pilsner’
lager, and changed beer forever. His invention soon became the most popular style of beer on the
planet. We’ve brewed Pilsner Urquell in the same brewery using the same recipe for over 175 years.
Today, we still insist on using traditional methods, like triple decoction and parallel brewing in wooden
lagering barrels. It takes longer but means we never compromise on our taste. Pilsner Urquell’s
signature flavour balances sweetness from the triple-decocted malt, and bitterness from our Saaz hops.
The thick head of dense wet foam adds smoothness and seals in flavour and aroma. In every sip of
Pilsner Urquell you’ll notice a refreshing crispness from natural carbonation, then subtle caramel tones
and a clean finish with a pleasing hoppy bitterness.

12oz Bottle 150 CAL $5.75

Yuengling Black & Tan
Black & Tan / 4.6% ABV / 12 IBU / 138 CAL / Pottsville, PA /
Yuengling Black & Tan models a traditional English Half & Half. Introduced in 1986, Yuengling
produced one of the first hand-crafted draft blends to lead this style of American brewing. Black & Tan
combines 60% of our popular Dark Brewed Porter and 40% of our Premium Beer to create a brew that
is rich and dark in color with hints of caramel and coffee from the dark roasted malts. Learn more:
http://www.yuengling.com/black_and_tan

Yuengling Light Lager
Lager - American Light / 3.8% ABV / 10 IBU / 99 CAL / Pottsville, PA /
An exceptional brew that appeals to consumers who don’t want to sacrifice character for a low-calorie
light beer. Masterfully developed to maintain the full flavor profile akin to our flagship Lager brand,
but has only 99 calories per 12oz serving. Skillfully pairing a caramel malt flavor and mild hop
character creates a beautifully rich-colored beer with deep amber highlights that finishes smooth and
clean. Learn more: http://www.yuengling.com/light_lager

PALE ALES & ALES
Abita Amber
Lager - American Amber / 4.5% ABV / 17 IBU / 135 CAL / Abita Springs, LA /

As easy to love as New Orleans itself, Amber is Abita’s original beer and a New Orleans favorite.
Brewed with pale and caramel malts and German Perle hops, it has a smooth, malty, slightly caramel
flavor. It is Abita’s most versatile beer for food pairing and a star ingredient for many great Louisiana
chefs.

12oz Bottle 140 CAL $5.75
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PALE ALES & ALES
Abita Turbodog
Brown Ale - English / 5.6% ABV / 28 IBU / 168 CAL / Abita Springs, LA /

Inside every dog, there’s a Turbodog® ready to break free. This brown ale has a rich, dark color and
body with a sweet chocolate, toffee-like flavor. Turbodog® is powered by pale, caramel and chocolate
malts and Willamette hops for runaway good times.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $5.75

Bell's Two Hearted Ale
IPA - American / 7% ABV / 212 CAL / Comstock, MI /
Brewed with 100% Centennial hops from the Pacific Northwest and named after the Two Hearted
River in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, this IPA is bursting with hop aromas ranging from pine to
grapefruit from massive hop additions in both the kettle and the fermenter. Perfectly balanced with a
malt backbone and combined with the signature fruity aromas of Bell's house yeast, this beer is
remarkably drinkable and well suited for adventures everywhere.

12oz Bottle 210 CAL $6.50

Coney Island Beach Beer
Kölsch / 4.6% ABV / 13 IBU / 138 CAL / Brooklyn, NY /
Craft beer made simple: malt, water, hops and yeast, brewed in harmony. A crisp and refreshing ale,
with a light body and a hint of citrus. Inspired by the spirit of summer.

12oz Can 140 CAL $6.50

Magic Hat #9
Pale Ale - American / 5.1% ABV / 20 IBU / 153 CAL / South Burlington, VT /

"A Beer Cloaked in Secrecy" An ale whose mysterious and unusual palate will swirl across your
tongue and ask more than it answers. A sort of dry, crisp, refreshing, not-quite pale ale. #9 is really
impossible to describe because there's never been anything else quite like it. Our secret ingredient
introduces a most unusual aroma profile which is balanced with a residual sweetness. Our gateway
beer, # 9 is very accessible, appealing to a broad range of pallets. Malts: Pale & Crystal Hops: Apollo
& Cascade

12oz Bottle 150 CAL $5.75

New Belgium Fat Tire
Red Ale - American Amber / 5.2% ABV / 22 IBU / 160 CAL / Fort Collins, CO /

After a trip to Europe, New Belgium’s co-founder returned to Colorado from Belgium with a handful of
ingredients and an idea. Two years later, Fat Tire – named in honor of his inspired bike ride across
the Belgian countryside – pedaled its way into the hearts of beer drinkers. Now considered an iconic
centerpiece of the craft beer movement, Fat Tire represents the American spirit of craft brewing
ingenuity and an irresistible imagination that reminds us all to rediscover our playful side. Fat Tire’s
unique flavor profile originates from the late 1930s, when local Belgian breweries aimed to satisfy the
tastes of visiting British soldiers. English floral hops, subtle malt sweetness and spicy, fruity notes
from Belgian yeast made for a balanced yet magical combination. These same characteristics are at
the heart of Fat Tire. Classified as an Ameri-Belgo style ale by the revered Great American Beer
Festival and World Beer...

12oz Bottle 160 CAL $6.00

Omission Pale Ale
Gluten-Free / 5.8% ABV / 33 IBU / 180 CAL / Portland, OR /
Bold and hoppy, Omission Pale Ale is a hop-forward American Pale Ale, brewed to showcase the
Cascade hop profile. Amber in color, Omission Pale Ale’s floral aroma is complimented by caramel
malt body, making for a delicious craft beer.

12oz Bottle 180 CAL $7.50

Samuel Smith Nut Brown Ale
Brown Ale - English / 5% ABV / 30 IBU / 150 CAL / Tadcaster, North Yorkshire /

Brewed with well water (the original well at the Old Brewery, sunk in 1758, is still in use, with the
hard well water being drawn from 85 feet underground); best barley malt, yeast and aromatic hops;
fermented in 'stone Yorkshire squares' to create a relatively dry ale with rich nutty colour and plate of
beech nuts, almonds and walnuts.

12oz Bottle 150 CAL $8.50

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale
Pale Ale - American / 5.6% ABV / 38 IBU / 180 CAL / Chico, CA /
Our most popular beer, Sierra Nevada Pale Ale is a delightful interpretation of a classic style. It has a
deep amber color and an exceptionally full-bodied, complex character. Generous quantities of premium
Cascade hops give the Pale Ale its fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor.

12oz Bottle 180 CAL $6.00

Southern Tier Harvest Ale
Extra Special / 6.7% ABV / 55 IBU / 201 CAL / Lakewood, NY /
Serving as a way to celebrate the change of the seasons, Harvest ushers in visions of cooler weather
and colorful landscapes.

12oz Bottle 200 CAL $6.50
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PALE ALES & ALES
Stone Stone Ripper
Pale Ale - American / 5.7% ABV / 40 IBU / 170 CAL / Escondido, CA /
When it came to creating Ripper, we drew inspiration from the coastal surf cultures of SoCal and Oz.
Sourcing classic Cascade from the Pacific Northwest and Australian Galaxy hops from…yes…Australia,
we made a beer both lovers of frothy peaks and hoppy green buds will be stoked about. At the same
time, we stayed true to our San Diego roots by pushing the hop boundaries of this style. While some
might think it lingers on an edge far closer to an IPA, with all the dry-hop flavor and aroma, it’s
actually right in line with the current-day interpretation of a West Coast pale. Ours just so happens to
have an Aussie accent that’s cascading with a juicy amount of grapefruit and passion fruit hoppiness.
So veg out or venture out. Either way, rip one open and taste this awesome golden nectar!

12oz Can 170 CAL $6.50

SweetWater 420 Extra Pale Ale
Pale Ale - American / 5.7% ABV / 39 IBU / 171 CAL / Atlanta, GA /
SweetWater 420 Extra Pale Ale, our most popular brew, is a tasty West Coast Style Pale Ale with a
stimulating hop character and a crisp finish. 1st brewed on April 20th 1997.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $6.50

Union Craft Anthem
Golden Ale / 5% ABV / 35 IBU / 150 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
In honor of the 200th anniversary of Francis Scott Key’s penning of The Star Spangled Banner just
outside of Fort McHenry right here in Baltimore, we’ve brewed up this easy drinking, all-American
beer. Our take on a classic American style, the Cream Ale, this light golden ale is brewed with
American grown barley, wheat, corn, & oats and lightly hopped with Columbus for bittering and a kiss
of floral Mosaic. This all-American classic is just the thing to make you sing!

12oz Can 150 CAL $6.00

WHEATS, SHANDIES & SELTZERS
White Claw Raspberry
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Chicago, IL /
Spiked Hard Seltzer

12oz Can 150 CAL $6.50

White Claw Natural Lime
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Chicago, IL /
Spiked Hard Seltzer

12oz Can 150 CAL $6.50

White Claw Black Cherry
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Chicago, IL /
Spiked Hard Seltzer

12oz Can 150 CAL $6.50

White Claw Ruby Grapefruit
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Chicago, IL /

12oz Can 150 CAL $6.50

Abita Purple Haze
Fruit Beer / 4.2% ABV / 13 IBU / 126 CAL / Abita Springs, LA /
Experience the magic of Purple Haze.® Clouds of real raspberries swirl in this tart and tantalizing
lager inspired by the good spirits and dark mysteries of New Orleans. Brewed with pilsner and wheat
malts along with Vanguard hops, let the scent of berries in the hazy purple brew put a spell on you.

12oz Bottle 130 CAL $5.75

Allagash White
Witbier / 5.2% ABV / 13 IBU / 156 CAL / Portland, ME /
Allagash White features a refreshing balance of citrus and spice. Wheat, coriander, and Curaçao
orange peel round out the flavor of this pale straw-colored, hazy beer.

12oz Bottle 160 CAL $6.50

Anheuser-Busch Natural Light Aloha Beaches
Hard Seltzer / 6% ABV / 180 CAL / St. Louis, MO /
When mango & peach go beach mode.

Anheuser-Busch Natural Light Catalina Lime Mixer
Hard Seltzer / 6% ABV / 180 CAL / St. Louis, MO /
When cherry & lime become best friends.

Anheuser-Busch Natural Light Naturdays
Lager - American Light / 4.2% ABV / 126 CAL / St. Louis, MO /
A sessionable, light lager brewed with phenomenal strawberry lemonade flavor that is perfect for
bringing the fun to every occasion.
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WHEATS, SHANDIES & SELTZERS
Blue Moon Belgian White
Witbier / 5.4% ABV / 9 IBU / 170 CAL / Denver, CO /
Blue Moon Belgian White, Belgian-style wheat ale, is a refreshing, medium-bodied, unfiltered Belgian-
style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste and an
uncommonly smooth finish.

16oz Can 230 CAL $6.00

Devils Backbone Hibiscus Hard Lemonade
Hard Seltzer / 6.1% ABV / 7 IBU / 134 CAL / Roseland, VA /
There are a lot of fruited malt beverages out there, but not many are craft. Hibiscus Hard Lemonade
changes that. The lemon taste comes from...lemons. Specifically, Meyer lemon juice and lemon zest.
Plus, we crafted it up a notch with Sorachi hops, Belgian candy sugar, and hibiscus — a popular herbal
tea. Oh, and it’s low calorie and gluten free. Win win.

16oz Can 180 CAL $6.00

Dogfish Head Namaste White
Witbier / 4.8% ABV / 20 IBU / 160 CAL / Milton, DE /
A witbier bursting with good karma. Made with dried organic orange slices, fresh-cut lemongrass and
a bit of coriander, this Belgian-style white beer is a great thirst quencher. Namaste White was
originally brewed at our pub in Rehoboth Beach with our Italian friend Leo from Birra del Borgo. It
was a tribute to our friends at 3 Fonteinen brewery in Belgium, who had devastating production loss (1/
3 of their annual production) in 2009.

12oz Can 160 CAL $6.50

Hornell Arnold Palmer Spiked
Malt Beer / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Woodbury, NY /
Enjoy the deliciously refreshing Arnold Palmer taste you already love, now with 5% ABV. Made with
real juice and select teas, it's the perfect beverage for good times with good people.

Jacob Leinenkugel Summer Shandy
Shandy / 4.2% ABV / 14 IBU / 140 CAL / Chippewa Falls, WI /
A shandy is beer mixed with a little something extra like soda, juice or ginger ale. Leinenkugel’s®
Summer Shandy® is a traditional wheat beer with refreshing natural lemonade flavor that makes it
perfect for the sun-splashed summer months. For a fun and fresh food pairing, try it with lighter,
brighter foods like shrimp quesadillas, pan-seared scallops with lemon vinaigrette, or lemon chicken
with pasta.

16oz Draft 190 CAL $6.00

Mike's Hard Lemonade Mike's Hard Lemonade
Malt Liquor / 5% ABV / 150 CAL / Chicago, IL /
A hard day calls for a hard lemonade. The ultimate refresher, mike’s hard lemonade® combines
natural lemon flavors with a kiss of carbonation to deliver a nice, satisfying, “Ahhhh.” followed by a
nice, satisfying kick.

12oz Bottle 150 CAL $5.50

Shock Top Belgian White
Witbier / 5.2% ABV / 10 IBU / 170 CAL / St Louis, MO /
We’ve shaken up traditional tastes by brewing a spiced Belgian-style wheat ale with real orange, lemon
and lime peels, and then added a little coriander spice to the mix. This uniquely-crafted and award-
winning ale is unfiltered to create a brew that is naturally cloudy with a light golden color and a
smooth, refreshing finish.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $5.75

Truly Hard Seltzer Lime
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 5 IBU / 100 CAL / Boston, MA /
Delightfully refreshing, crisp & classic Lime. Serving: 12 oz. slim can ABV: 5% Calories: 100 Sugars: 1 g
Carbs: 2 g Gluten free Available In: 6-pack slim can, Citrus Mix Pack (12-pack slim can), and 16 oz. can

Truly Hard Seltzer Wild Berry
Hard Seltzer / 5% ABV / 100 CAL / Boston, MA /
Naturally sweet flavors of juicy California strawberries, raspberries & Marion blackberries. Serving: 12
oz. slim can ABV: 5% Calories: 100 Sugars: 1 g Carbs: 2 g Gluten free Available In: 6-pack slim can,
Berry Mix Pack (12-pack slim can), and 16 oz. can

Tröegs Independent DreamWeaver Wheat
Hefeweizen / 4.8% ABV / 15 IBU / 144 CAL / Hershey, PA /
The dream begins with open-top fermentation. At high krausen, a rocky foamy head crests the sides of
the fermenter releasing notes of black pepper and spicy clove. Unfiltered and cloudy with yeast, it’s
slightly tart and downright refreshing.

12oz Bottle 140 CAL $6.50
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IPA
Tröegs Independent Hop Knife
IPA - American / 6.2% ABV / 87 IBU / 186 CAL / Hershey, PA /
Hop Knife Harvest Ale recognizes the time-honored tradition of hand-harvesting at the peak of
maturity. At the end of fermentation, the beer flows through our HopCyclone releasing a bounty of
preserved citrus rind, crushed jungle and tropical aromas.

12oz Can 190 CAL $6.50

Ballast Point Grapefruit Sculpin
IPA - American / 7% ABV / 70 IBU / 203 CAL / San Diego, CA /
Our Grapefruit Sculpin is the latest take on our signature IPA. Some may say there are few ways to
improve Sculpin’s unique flavor, but the tart freshness of grapefruit perfectly complements our IPA’s
citrusy hop character. Grapefruit’s a winter fruit, but this easy-drinking ale tastes like summer.

12oz Can 200 CAL $7.00

Evolution Craft Lot No. 3 IPA
IPA - American / 6.8% ABV / 65 IBU / 204 CAL / Salisbury, MD /
This American style IPA is aggressively hopped at a rate of over 2 lbs. per barrel. Big notes of citrus
and pine complement a reserved but firm malt backbone. 65 IBUs.

12oz Bottle 200 CAL $6.50

Heavy Seas Beer Loose Cannon
IPA - American / 7.25% ABV / 45 IBU / 217.5 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Our flagship beer, Loose Cannon wins people over at first smell. The carefully cultivated interplay of
Simcoe, Palisade, and Centennial creates a most fragrant IPA—its nose bursts with notes of grapefruit,
herbs, and pine. Bitterness is somewhat subdued by the floral quality that pervades the taste. The
color is burnished gold, and the mouthfeel is creamy. A strong malt backbone balances out the triple-
hopped beer. Its nickname, Hop3, comes from the brewing process: our brewers hop Loose Cannon in
the boil, the hopback, and the fermenter. It won a second place CAMRA award at the 2010 Great
British Beer Festival.

16oz Can 290 CAL $7.00

Heavy Seas Beer TropiCannon
IPA - American / 7.25% ABV / 45 IBU / 217.5 CAL / Baltimore, MD /
Our brand new citrus IPA is exploding with bright citrus aroma and flavor. Creating an exciting new
variation on our flagship Loose Cannon, TropiCannon clocks in at the same 7.25

12oz Bottle 220 CAL $6.50

Lagunitas IPA
IPA - American / 6.2% ABV / 52 IBU / 190 CAL / Petaluma, CA /
This is our unique version of an ancient style. A style as old as the ocean trade routes of the last
centuries Great Ships. Not as old as the equator they had to cross twice enroute. Lagunitas IPA was
our first seasonal way back in 1995. The recipe was formulated with malt and hops working together to
balance it all out on your ‘buds so you can knock back more than one without wearing yourself out.
Big on the aroma with a hoppy-sweet finish that’ll leave you wantin’ another sip.

12oz Bottle 190 CAL $6.50

New Belgium Citradelic: Tangerine IPA
IPA - American / 6% ABV / 50 IBU / 160 CAL / Fort Collins, CO /
Tune in and hop out with New Belgium Citradelic. Set adrift on a kaleidoscopic wave of hoppiness
brought to you by a mystical marriage of Citra hops and tangerine peel, which elevates each sip onto
a plane of pure tropical, fruity pleasure. Citradelic’s namesake hop and fruit combine to jam with
visions of additional hops like citrusy Mandarina Bavaria, tropical Azzaca, and fruity Galaxy for a
colorful explosion that’s grounded by just a touch of malty sweetness. Bored by the status quo?
Expand your palate with a pour of Citradelic. Hops - Nugget, Crystal, Centennial, Azzaca, Cascade,
Citra, Chinook, Galaxy, Mandarina Bavaria, Simcoe. Matls - Pale, Caramel 120. Tangerine infused
orange peel.

12oz Bottle 160 CAL $5.75

New Belgium The Hemperor HPA
IPA - American / 7% ABV / 55 IBU / 190 CAL / Fort Collins, CO /
Get ready: The Hemperor HPA, an exciting new style, will change the way you think about hoppy
beers. We found a unique way to recreate the flavors of hemp with a beer that complements the
inclusion of hop flavors and hemp hearts (seeds) to deliver something new, delicious and extremely
dank.

12oz Bottle 190 CAL $5.75

Sierra Nevada Hazy Little Thing
IPA - New England / 6.7% ABV / 40 IBU / 201 CAL / Chico, CA /
As brewers, we get the privilege to sample our beers straight from the tanks in all their raw glory.
Some beers need a little polishing to get ready to go out into the world, while others—the hop-heavy,
rowdy, crowd-pleasers—should just be left alone. We wanted to share this brewery-only treat with
you, so we present this Hazy Little Thing, our unfiltered, unprocessed IPA, straight from the tanks and
into the can.

12oz Can 200 CAL $6.00
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IPA
Tröegs Independent Perpetual IPA
IPA - American / 7.5% ABV / 85 IBU / 225 CAL / Hershey, PA /
In our constant evolution as a brewery, we’ve developed on undying drive to meld the organic and the
mechanical. Perpetual IPA utilizes our hopback and dry-hopping to engineer a bold Imperial Pale Ale.
Perpetual IPA is 7.5% ABV and 85 IBUs. It features Bravo, Chinook and Mt. Hood hops in the boil, Mt.
Hood and Nugget hops in the hopback and Citra, Cascade and Nugget hops in dry-hopping.

12oz Bottle 230 CAL $6.50

STOUT & PORTER
Allagash Black
Belgian Strong Dark Ale / 7.5% ABV / 225 CAL / Portland, ME /
A Belgian style stout, is brewed with German 2 row barley, Torrified wheat and oats, balanced by a
large addition of Belgian dark candi to give the Black a full and silky mouthfeel. Roasted malts give
this stout its classic chocolate, toast and malty taste, and contribute to chocolate notes and a hint of
roasted coffee in the aroma. The Black is fermented with a Belgian yeast strain and refermented in the
bottle with the methode champenoise to make this beer truly unique.

12oz Bottle 230 CAL $6.50

Flying Dog Gonzo Imperial Porter
Porter - Imperial / 10% ABV / 85 IBU / 300 CAL / Frederick, MD /
Gonzo is big, bold, and beautiful like the man it was brewed in honor of – Dr. Hunter S. Thompson.
Flavor notes: Roasted chocolate, coffee, and vanilla malt flavors balanced with a unique hop bite Pairs
with: Mushrooms; smoked meats, BBQ, and chili; hard cheese; chocolate and coffee desserts "It never
got weird enough for me." -Hunter S. Thompson

Samuel Smith Oatmeal Stout
Stout - Oatmeal / 5% ABV / 32 IBU / 160 CAL / Tadcaster, North Yorkshire /

Brewed with well water (the original well at the Old Brewery, sunk in 1758, is still in use, with the hard
well water being drawn from 85 feet underground); fermented in ‘stone Yorkshire squares’ to create an
almost opaque, wonderfully silky and smooth textured ale with a complex medium dry palate and
bittersweet finish.

12oz Bottle 160 CAL $8.50

Sierra Nevada Porter
Porter - American / 5.6% ABV / 32 IBU / 168 CAL / Chico, CA /
Dark and rich, Sierra Nevada Porter is a delicious, medium-bodied ale with a creamy head. The
Porter’s smooth flavor (malty with hints of caramel) comes from a blend of deep-roasted barley malts.

12oz Bottle 170 CAL $6.50
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